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I. ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT WORKLOAD BY LECTURERS ACCOUNTING 

STUDY PROGRAMME (BACHELOR DEGREE) 

Bachelor Programme in Accounting UNDIKSHA surveyed the students’ workload to 

determine the effectiveness of learning. The purpose is to improve the performance of 

teaching staff in providing services to students. In addition, the results will evaluate the 

number and method of tasks to students. The proper task load will motivate students to do 

the task without any burden. There are 683 respondents in the semester 2020/2021 is as 

follows: 

 

A. The Interval Number Of One Week Individual Tasks By Lecturer To Bachelor 

Programme In Accounting Students 

Bachelor Programme in Accounting students do their assessment of the workload 

every week. The results showed that 215 students (41%) get assignments almost every 

week (the number of individual tasks was in intervals of 1 to 11 individual tasks). There 

are 156 students (29.7%) who get assignments each week (the number of individual tasks 

was in intervals 1 to 14 assignments), 152 students (29%) rarely get assignments (the 

number of individual tasks was in intervals 1 to 7 assignments), and 2 students or 0.4% 

never get assignments. Percentages of Lecturer assignments to students is as follows on 

the diagram: 
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B. The Assessment Of Student's Workload On The Amount Of Time For Tasks 

Completion By The Lecturer  

The assessment of student workloads is from the number of tasks and the amount 

of time in completing the task. This assessment assumes that the amount of time completed 

the task follows the number of students’ credit courses (1 credit is 50 minutes). The result 

shows that 287 students (54.7%) answered the task of fulfilling the credit time. Then a 

total of 220 students (41.9%) answered that the task completion is more than the time of 

credit, and 18 students (3.4%) answered that the task completion is less than the time of 

credit. The illustration of the assessment is as follows: 

 

 

C. Student Assessment Of Group Assignments  

In addition to the awarding of individual tasks, lecturers also provide group tasks. 

The aim is to improve communication and cooperation skills in the team. The assessment 

results show that 229 students (43.6%) rarely get group / structured tasks. Then a total of 

175 students (33.3%) got almost weekly group/structured assignments, 115 students 

(21.9%) got weekly group/structured assignments, and 6 students (1.1%) never got 

group/structured assignments. The illustration is as follows: 
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D. Student Workload on Field Work Practices by Lecturers 

Students' workload is from assignments and carrying out practical work practices 

(practicums). As an evaluation of the material, the completion of the practice's work is for 

200 minutes per credit. The survey results show that 245 students (46.7%) feel that the 

workload is too long, but they enjoy the practical tasks and projects. Then 171 students 

(32.6%) did not feel that the workload was too long because the time was sufficient, 95 

students (18.1%) felt that the workload was too long and asked to reduce, and the 

remaining 14 students (2.6%) had not obtained practical assignments or projects. The 

illustration is as follows: 

 

 

 

 


